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appears to have been entirely overlooked by those
European sentimentalists and adventurers who never
hesitate to break a lance in the lists when there is an
opportunity to do harm to France by a campaign of
misrepresentation and lies When these people offend
through ignorance, they may be pardoned; when
actuated by malice the sin is an unforgivable one But
m either case the harm done to Morocco is just the same
One of the many difficulties with which the French
have had to contend in their efforts at reforming the
legal system has been the prevalence of corruption
among the judges The kaids looked upon themselves
as being fully justified in taking a rake-off on legal
transactions, otherwise what was the good of being a
kaid at all? It will take a long time to eradicate this
idea, for not only is it a deeply engrained one, but also
it is doubtful if the kaid would be held in any respect
by the tribesmen under him if he did not reap some
advantage from his office
Up to recent days reforms have been much easier to
institute in the Maghzen courts and Berber courts than
in those of the Chraa, for not only were the French
reluctant to touch any institution affecting the religion
of the people, but also any such action would have met
with much opposition The necessity for reform, how-
ever, having become urgent, the authorities made a start
with the reorganization of the corps of magistrates by
a dahir published on November 5th 1937. This dahir
altered the whole status of the kadis and contributed
towards a great increase in the dignity of their office.
In future kadis will be selected with great care from
among the ulemas and those who hold the Karouyin
University diploma They are divided into five classes,
promotion to a higher class being entirely by merit as

